Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) is a comprehensive desktop and app virtualization service running in the cloud that can be accessed by users utilizing any device they choose. WVD is less complicated than physical desktops when configuring and allows companies to easily deploy and scale virtualized Windows desktops and apps as needed. Users can access their anticipated desktop experience regardless of location, making WVD a natural next step in the evolution of digital transformation and remote working.

With SoftwareONE’s Windows Virtual Desktop Kick Start, we'll remove the complexity of getting started so you can deploy faster and focus on supporting your remote workforce.

**Discovery**
- Persona Identification
- AD disposition
- Integration requirements
- Productivity requirements
- Security and authentication
- Identity and access management
- Network assessment
- Telephony discussion

**Configuration**
- Single pool configuration (single persona)
- Single image configuration
- Cloud instance config – Assumption of external facing configuration – noting on their network
- Identity and Access Management (IAM) configuration
- Multifactor Authentication (MFA) configuration (if available)
- User assignments

**Pilot, Testing and Acceptance**
- Generation of a test plan
- Testing and acceptance
- Pilot for up to 15 users

**Change Enablement**
- Train the trainer session
- Customer Success Kit
- Customer Webinar

**Requisites**
- Already using Azure
- Must have eligible Windows or M365 licenses to access Window Virtual Desktop (WVD).
  - SoftwareONE can provide guidance for procuring the necessary licenses.
- Network configuration is limited to external cloud.

How can we help you?
Contact us to learn more about the Windows Virtual Desktop Kick Start today.
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